
CHAPTER 5 - <<MEAlING>>; THE SOCIAL LOGIC OF REdo VT 

<'Because of the very regularity of Roman towns, with the emphasis on the grid, the Romanist has 
tended to consider '<planning>' as a synonym for -layout,,. Consequently, the grid itself and more par-
ticularly the street pattern as a physical form is held up as a personification of a planned settlement.>' 

RIch JAR D Rwea, Pompeii. Plcznning and Social lrnplicalions 

Ali early and often repeated characterisation of Re- sion of the urban area into different insula clusters as 

gio Was an especially rich and residential area seems to grounds for comparison gives a methodical correction, 

be founded mainly on the instinct of some of the most since this division is an ancient spatial characteristic of 

highly esteemed scholars of the ancient site who feel and the site. A comparative study of the make-up of the dif-

felt that the richer residences of the city are overrepre- ferent <,quarters,, of Pompeii was undertaken, principal-

sented in the area to the north-west of the forum. As ear- ly to decide whether the general area of Regio W, the 

ly as the late 19111 century, the central street of the area, Mercurio area, fits the <,traditional,, description of an 

the Via di Mercurio, had been described by Overbeck as elitist district. Contrary to existing studies that are based 

the <<Strada della Signoria ' 225 . Undeniably, many of on published plans of the city the excellent condition of 

the larger town houses with elaborate architectural and the site was used as an opportunity for a detailed, sys-

decorative schemes, such as the famous House of the tematic field study of the units of the different insula 

Faun, the House of Pansa and the House of the Vettii, clusters. The results of this study have previously been 

are	 situated conveniently close 	 together within the published in ,Residences for the Rich? Some observa-

boundaries of Regio J>7226, tions on the alleged residential and elitist character of 
However, this characterisation of Regio I'S' has been Regio W of Pompeii<>, and are further discussed in the 

questioned, and for good reasons. The presence of large first section of this chapter229. 

and luxurious houses is not restricted to Regio W, many All existing studies are limited to the Pompeii of 

of the houses that are situated in the area are by no A.D. 79. They either do not refer to the long history of 

means grand,	 and commercial	 activities were not Pompeii or silently assume that the physical arrange-

banned from the supposedly exclusively rich, residential ment of the city of A.D. 79 reflects the social make-up 

district. The increasing use of statistics in archaeological of the city throughout its history of many centuries. 

studies has opened up the possibility of quantifying the That this is not the case becomes clear from the study 

characteristics of the different parts of the city and ac- of earlier arrangements of the urban space (Chapters 

cording to the statistics, Regio VI shows up as an area 3 and 4). Obviously, the physical and social geography 

that does not particularly stand out against its fellow re- of both formative and final periods can and should be 

giones227 . studied separately, and the results subsequently corn-:' 

Despite the validity of these results, there are reasons pared. The second section of this chapter looks at the 

to re-evaluate the evidence. The existing studies do not character of the district in its formative stages, base 

bring out the finer grain of the physical organisation of on the reconstructions of the plot divisions of the indiF 

the city, which seems at least partly due to the fact that vidual insulae (Chapter 3) and the discussion of tl3b 22525 referred to by NlssI'N 1877, p. 544. 
recent studies have compared the regiones of the site as different types of primary architecture/plot type in the 226 Lauter mentions and maps this cluster-

if they were ancient districts228 . This 19 t11 century divi- area (Chapter 4). A final section discusses the attested ing of grand Samnite '<palazzi '>	 (LsLJ TI1I1 1975, 

sion proved to be totally irrelevant to the ancient urban differences and looks at the (social) logic behind the
fig. 136, p. 150). Also Zanker 1998, fig. 2, p. 33. 

E.g. Rn<ee	 1977; \92au\ce-EL\DRhI,2, 1994. 
texture and society therefore the regiones are unsuitable transformations in the spatial arrangement of the 222 See Chapters 2.1 and 2.2. 
categories for comparative research. Using the subdivi- area. 229 ScFIoosffovEN 1999.


